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Abstract

In this paper, we deal with editing tabular forms for program speci�cations based

on a particular graph grammar HNGG [2]. First, we formalize syntax-directed

editing methods by extending of the notion of the Cornell Program Synthesizer [8]

to attribute NCE graph grammars (cf. [1]). Next, we discuss the algorithms of the

editing methods.
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1 Introduction

Mechanical editing of tabular forms is one of the important issues in software

engineering methodology. The Cornell Program Synthesizer is well-known and

is often referred to as a structured and text-based editor which uses an at-

tribute grammar successfully [8]. Tabular forms are represented by several

di�erent models (e.g., Pane [6]). We assigned each item in the tabular form to

an attributed node. This assignment naturally represents the order of items

and location of items in the tabular form. Since the number of items in the

form is generally unbound and the order of items has some valid meaning, tab-

ular forms are denoted by a graph grammar [2]. Accordingly, the mechanical
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Version : 1.1
Original Release : 2000/06/10
Current Release : 2000/10/01
CR-Code :
Software Req. : gcc
Hardware Req. :

Program Name : hanoi
Subtitle :
Library Code : cs-2001-02
Author : K. Tomiyama
Approver :
Keywords : hanoi tower
Language : C
Operation :
Function : 
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Fig. 1. Tabular form in a Hiform document and its corresponding graph.

editing of tabular forms is supposed to be executed by some syntactic editing

methods.

In this paper, we consider a programming documentation, Hiform, as an

example of tabular forms. Hiform document is a collection of 17 types of

tabular forms and includes all items de�ned in the ISO6592 guideline [9],[2].

It should be noted that certain ISO6592 tabular forms are regarded as tabular

forms, since they have modular structures. Such tabular forms are represented

by graphs. Fig. 1 illustrates a Hiform form and its corresponding graph. This

graph is constructed as follows: (1) A node label of the graph shows the type

of an item of a tabular form. (2) An edge label shows relations between items.

`lf' denotes the meaning of `left of', `ov' denotes the meaning of `over', and

`in' denotes the meaning of `within'.

It is supposed that a mechanical processing of tabular forms can be realized

e�ectively by syntactic manipulation of graphs. In [2], the inner structure of

each form in Hiform is de�ned by an attribute NCE graph grammar. Hiform

forms are speci�ed by graphs that are generated its grammar.

The purpose of this paper is to extend Cornell Program Synthesizer mech-

anisms to graphs using the results reported in [1] and [2] and to formalize a

syntactic editing mechanism for graphs. Insertion in HNGG [3] is de�ned so

that this manipulation is validly executed by the conuence [7] of HNGG.

In Section 2, preliminary de�nitions are given. In Section 3, a formal

de�nition for editing mechanisms is given by using instance sequences [1].

And we also show the validity of our de�nition by using the conuence of

HNGG. Section 4 is devoted to our concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 edNCE Graph Grammars [7]

Let � be an alphabet of node labels and � be an alphabet of edge labels. A

graph over alphabets � and � is a 3-tuple H = (V;E; �), where V is a �nite

nonempty set of nodes, E � f(v; ; w) j v; w 2 V; v 6= w;  2 �g is a set of

edges, and � : V ! � is a node labeling function.
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De�nition 2.1 An edNCE graph grammar is a 6-tupleG = (�;�;�;
; P; S),

where � is the alphabet of node labels, � � � is the alphabet of terminal

node labels, � is the alphabet of edge labels, 
 � � is the alphabet of �nal

edge labels, P is the �nite set of productions, and S 2 � � � is the initial

nonterminal. A production is denoted by the form p : X ! (D;C), where

X 2 ���, D is a graph over � and �, and C � �� �� �� VD � fin; outg

is the connection relation. 2

2.2 Composition of Production Copies [1]

The composite representation of the production copies of an edNCE graph

grammar is a theoretical and practical method for representing the graph-

rewriting rules for embedding subgraphs of desired structures into a graph.

De�nition 2.2 [1] LetG = ( �, �, �, 
, P , S ) be an edNCE graph grammar.

Let p1 : X1 ! (D1, C1) (D1 = (VD1
, ED1

, �D1
)) and p2 : X2 ! ( D2, C2

) (D2 = (VD2
, ED2

, �D2
)) be production copies of G. If u 2 VD1

and X2 =

�D1
(u), and D1 and D2 are disjoint, then a composite production copy (with

a connection relation) p : X1 ! (D;C) is de�ned as follows: D is a graph as

VD = fVD1
-fugg [ VD2

about nodes. C = f (�, � = , !, d) 2 C1 j ! 2 VD1
-

fug g [ f (�, � = Æ, y, d) j 9  2 �, (�, � = , u, d ) 2 C1, (�,  = Æ, y, d) 2

C2 g The composite production copy p composed by p1 and p2, and denoted

by p1 Æ p2. 2

2.3 Conuence Property [7]

The conuence property guarantees that the result of a derivation shall not

depend on the order of the applications [7] of the production. Conuence is a

very important property because it guarantees the validity of the application

of the composite production copies. The conuence is also important when

developing eÆcient parsing algorithms.

De�nition 2.3 [7] An edNCE graph grammar G = (�; �; �; 
; P; S) is

dynamically conuent if the following holds for every intermediate graph H

generated by G: if H )u1;p1 H1 )u2;p2 H12 and H )u2;p2 H2 )u1;p1 H21

(p1; p2 2 P ) are derivations of G with u1; u2 2 VH and u1 6= u2, then H12 =

H21. 2

2.4 Attribute NCE Graph Grammars [2]

We review an attribute graph grammar for the mechanical drawing of tabular

forms. An attribute NCE graph grammar is given as follows.

De�nition 2.4 [2] An attribute NCE Graph Grammar is a 3-tuple AGG

=< G; Att; F > where G = (�;�;�;
; P; S) is a context-free edNCE graph

grammar, called an underlying graph grammar of AGG. Here Att is the set of

attributes of AGG, and F is the set of semantic rules of AGG. 2
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Fig. 3. An example of applying a production P2.

2.5 HNGG [2] [3] [4]

We review an attribute NCE graph grammar for tabular forms. The grammar

is called a Hiform Nested tabular form Graph Grammar (HNGG). HNGG =

< GN ; AN ; FN > that generates modular tabular forms called Hiform form

where GN = (�N ;�N ;�N ;
N ; PN ; SN) is the underling edNCE graph gram-

mar. Each production has a semantic rule for drawing information. The

HNGG includes 280 productions and 1248 attribute rules. Fig. 2 illustrates a

part of the productions with attribute rules of HNGG. We write productions

like style of the edNCE graph grammar. Fig. 3 is an example of applying a

production P2. By applying a production P2, a node labeled \inner{struct" is

replaced to a graph of right hand side of P2.

3 Editing of Modular Tabular Forms

In this section, we present a formal de�nition for editing manipulation by

using production instances of HNGG, and we also show the validity of our

de�nition by using conuence of HNGG.

3.1 Production Instance

The editing manipulations are de�ned by production instance as follows.

De�nition 3.1 A production instance (\instance" for short) is a 3-tuple (!,

pi, Hpi), where (1) ! 2 VDi�1
is a node removed during the derivationDi�1 )pi

Di, (2) pi : Xpi ! (Hpi; Cpi) 2 P is a production, and (3) Hpi is an embedded

graph isomorphic to Hpi during Di�1 )pi Di.

We denote Di�1

!Hpi
)pi Di if Di is directly derived from Di�1 by applying

the instance (!; pi; Hpi). 2
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Fig. 4. Flow of an insertion process.

If there is a production sequence p = (p1; � � � ; pn) and instance (!i; pi; Hpi)

for each production pi (1 � i � n), an instance sequence is a sequence of

((!1; p1; Hp1); � � � ; (!n; pn; Hpn)).

A derivation of an edNCE graph grammar is represented by a derivation

tree. However, a derivation sequence is convenient as a representation of a

derivation for a prosessing model. Therefore, we represent a derivation with

a production sequence.

3.2 Syntactic Insertion

In this section, we de�ne the syntactic insertion. This manipulation is based

on HNGG. Syntax-directed editing is de�ned by using instance sequences.

De�nition 3.2 For a derivation sequence D0

!1Hp1
)p1 � � �

!i�1Hpi�1
)pi�1 Di�1

!Hpi
)pi Di

!i+1Hpi+1
)pi+1 � � �

!nHpn
)pn Dn with instance (pj : Xpj ! (Hpj ; Cpj); 1 � j � n), we

assume that q is insertable (for pi) if there is an instance (!; q;Hq) (q : Xq !

(Hq; Cq) 2 PN) such that Di�1

!Hq

)q Q and if there is a derivation sequence

Di�1

!Hq

)q Q
!0Hpi
)pi D0

i

!i+1Hpi+1
)pi+1 � � �

!nHpn
)pn D0

n where !0 is a node in Q, a node

label of !0 is left hand side of pi. 2

De�nition 3.3 For a production q : Xq ! (Hq; Cq) 2 PN , which is insertable

for pi : Xpi ! (Hpi; Cpi) and
Sn

i=1Hpi \ Hq = �, an instance sequence S

is obtained by insertion of an instance (!; q;Hq) into an instance sequence

((!1; p1; Hp1), � � � , (!n; pn; Hpn))
def
, S = ((!1; p1; Hp1), � � �, (!i�1; pi�1; Hpi�1),

(!; q;Hq), (!; pi; Hpi), � � �, (!n; pn; Hpn)). The instance sequence S is given
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as follows. (1) Trace the derivation sequence with instance Dn back to Di�1.

(2) Apply the instance (!; q;Hq) to Di�1, and obtain the resultant graph Q.

(3) Apply the instance sequence ( (!0; pi; Hpi), (!i+1; pi+1; Hpi+1), � � �, (!n; pn;

Hpn) ) to Q, and get the resultant graph D0

n. 2

Inserting some instances into an instance sequence brings a new item into

existence. That is, they correspond to a manipulation to insert a new item

into a permissible place in a Hiform document.

Remark 3.4 In the same manner as the editing by using the instance of a

production, we can further de�ne insertable by composite production copy. 2

De�nition 3.5 A graph H 0 is obtained by syntactic insertion of a graph A

at an edge x in a graph H, if the following conditions hold: (1) A composite

production copy q for graph A and edge x exists. (2) There exists an instance

sequence iq for q and an instance sequence iH for H. An instance sequence S

is obtained by insertion of iq into an instance sequence iH . (3) The graph H 0

is derived from instance sequence S. 2

Proposition 3.6 Let H be the graph obtained from G by the insertion of

graph a and graph b at edge x and edge y respectively in this order in HNGG.

Let H 0 be the graph obtained from G by the insertion of b and a at y and x

respectively in this order in HNGG. Then, H = H 0.

Proof. HNGG has a conuence property. Thus, the proposition is veri�ed.2

Proposition 3.7 Insertion in HNGG is executed in linear time.

Proof. An insert point of a production instance is found in linear time for

the length of an embedded production sequence. Let n be the number of

nodes in a target graph. In a derivation of our HNGG, any node in a target

graph is changing to a terminal node by at most �ve application. Therefore,

the maximum length of an instance sequence for the target graph is 5n. Since

HNGG is a precedence edNCE graph grammar [2], syntax analysis is executed

in linear time [5]. Attribute evaluation is also executed in linear time [2]. 2

An example of an insertion is given in Fig. 4. Here, we insert a form F2
into a form F1. Let G1 be a graph for F1, and let G2 be a graph for F2. Then,

a syntactic insertion of G2 at edge e in G1 is done as follows: (1) A composite

production copy q for G2 is obtained from e and G2. (2) An instance sequence

iq for q and an instance sequence iG1
existed. If q is insertable for p in iG1

, an

instance sequence iG is obtained by insertion of iq into an instance sequence

iG1
. (3) A graph G is generated from this instance sequence iG. G is a new

form which is obtained by inserting F2 into F1.

4 Conclusion

Spread sheets and software documents are used for software visualization

widely. Our results are a proposal of a theoretical model such visualization.
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We proposed an editing method, based on attribute NCE graph grammar of

tabular forms with a homogenous cell size. This method includes attribute

rules for mechanical drawing. It can exactly edit valid tabular forms de�ned

by edNCE graph grammar. A linear time editing algorithm with attribute

rules for primitive drawing exists.

These syntactic editing methods could be applied to syntactic manipula-

tion of spreadsheet languages. We are reconstructing attribute rules for more

sophisticated drawing. We are investigating other edit manipulations such as

a division manipulation, a combination manipulation and so on. Furthermore

we are now developing a tabular-form editor system.
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